
Karla at the Council………………… 
 
My short stay at Marlborough Town Council was one which I very much enjoyed and one 
which gave me a great insight into how government works on a very local level. 
 
Being interested in law and politics, local government is a potential career path for me, so 
Marlborough Town Council seemed a great place to experience this first hand. 
 
Monday the 4th July was the day which I arrived outside the office door of Marlborough 
Town Council.  After ringing the doorbell for a good couple of minutes, I confess it didn’t 
occur to me that the door would be open to the public, it was only when a friendly pedestrian 
walked past and told me it was open and I could simply walk inside, that I finally pushed 
open the door into the reception area. Immediately I was greeted pleasantly by Dawn seated 
at the reception desk and was offered a nice cup of green tea. I must say it tasted excellent.  
I then was introduced to the small team of hardworking members from Marlborough Town 
Council: Linda, Sue and Shelley, the Town Clerk, who I had a brief welcome chat with.  
 
My first morning I began by spending some time on the reception desk with Dorn. Here I 
learnt how the post was dealt with and how to sort it and record it. This was harder than it 
looked, having to first separate the post depending on whose it was: the Council’s, the post 
for Flat 1, or the post for Flat 2. Furthermore, not opening the private and confidential letters 
proved a great challenge as it was often hard to see the top of the address, resulting in me 
opening a few of them – oops... However, it was a good way to learn how many small details 
needed to be dealt with every day in order to keep the workplace organised and running 
smoothly. 
 
On my first day I was also lucky enough to accompany Sue on a tour of the Town Hall by 
Alan (the caretaker). We were allowed all the way to the very top floor of the Town Hall, 
managing just about to climb the rather steep ladders and squeeze through very tight 
spaces, with the reward being the spectacular view of Marlborough, seen from out of the 
window in the roof. We then also visited the very bottom of the building and down into the 
cellars which used to house a prison. It was fascinating to see the inscriptions prisoners had 
made on the walls - they clearly weren't too fond of the judge as I found out by reading them. 
 
On a tour around Marlborough with Richard, the Grounds and Estates Manager, I was able 
to experience the many different areas Marlborough Town Council are in charge of and 
responsible for. We visited lots of places, some which I wasn’t aware even existed, such as 
Wye House Gardens and Plume of Feathers Garden. All of the places were maintained to a 
very high standard and lots of work had been done in order to present the gardens and town 
at their very best in preparation for Marlborough in Bloom. 
 
Throughout the rest of the week I spent time with everyone in the office separately, to find 
out what each of their jobs involved. I also did tasks such as sorting very historic documents 
into different piles depending on what they were i.e. insurance, deeds, mortgages, 
agreements and leases. Although this does not sound very exciting, I found it actually 
interesting and informative, many of the letters and wills dated back to the 1800s. The 
contents were often very peculiar, one man for example put in his will that his wife will get 
the harvest of the field and his son would get the pig. 
 
Another aspect of the work I found really interesting was the way in which cemeteries are 
managed. So far I always assumed once you die you get a slot allocated - never would it 
have occurred to me that you have to buy it. 

Finally, I have to finish by saying a great big thank you to everyone from Marlborough Town 
Council who made my work experience so very positive, and full of new experiences, 



impressions, insights and fun. By spending the week with you all I've learnt a lot about how 
politics work on a local level, and have gained new skills for my future career. 

 

 


